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Text 
Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy Place by the blood of Jesus, 20 by a 

new and living way opened for us through the curtain, that is, his body, 21 and since we have a great priest 

over the house of God, 22 let us draw near to God with a sincere heart in full assurance of faith, having 

our hearts sprinkled to cleanse us from a guilty conscience and having our bodies washed with pure water. 

23 Let us hold unswervingly to the hope we profess, for he who promised is faithful. 24 And let us consider 

how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds. 25 Let us not give up meeting together, as 

some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one another-- and all the more as you see the Day 

approaching. 26 If we deliberately keep on sinning after we have received the knowledge of the truth, no 

sacrifice for sins is left, 27 but only a fearful expectation of judgment and of raging fire that will consume 

the enemies of God. 28 Anyone who rejected the law of Moses died without mercy on the testimony of two 

or three witnesses. 29 How much more severely do you think a man deserves to be punished who has 

trampled the Son of God under foot, who has treated as an unholy thing the blood of the covenant that 

sanctified him, and who has insulted the Spirit of grace? 30 For we know him who said, "It is mine to 

avenge; I will repay," and again, "The Lord will judge his people." 31 It is a dreadful thing to fall into the 

hands of the living God. 

 

Introduction 
 

“It is a dreadful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.”  Whoa!  Maybe we should 

just meditate on this verse for the next 30 or so minutes.  We aren’t going to, but keep 

this in mind throughout our sermon.  This passage that was read both starts with and ends 

with awe-inspiring truths that should not be passed over quickly. 

 

Let’s pray:  Jesus, we praise you because you are supreme.  We praise you because 

you have atoned for our sins.  We praise you because your sacrifice allows us to be 

called a child of the living God.  You have made our feeble faith strong.  You have 

brought hope to replace meaninglessness and despair.  You have shown us the full 

extent of love, so we can love because we have been loved by You.  Take away 

distractions from our hearts now so that we can listen to you through your Word.   

Send your Spirit to dig deep into our hearts so we are satisfied by you and changed 

by the confidence we have in you.  To you be the glory forever and ever.   Amen. 

 

Welcome back to Hebrews, since we’ve taken a break from it over the past couple of 

weeks.  As we pick up with Hebrews 10:19-31, let’s recap a little about where we have 

been for those of us who have forgotten, those who are visitors, or those of us who have 
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missed the last couple of sermons.  Because of travel and sickness, my family and I have 

not been here for a Sunday worship service for over a month.  Ironically, part of this 

passage warns against “not giving up meeting together”.  I’ve missed worshipping with 

you and I’m glad to be here today looking at these verses together. 

 

So let’s recap: first off, remember that the audience of Hebrews is more than likely a 

local group, or house church, of recent converts from Judaism in a Roman city 30-40 

years after Jesus’ death and resurrection.  The foundations of the early church are just 

beginning, so this letter, or written sermon (as its structure is more like a sermon), is 

pleading with its recipients to stand firm in their faith.  Much of the first ten chapters of 

Hebrews often seems academic, but it lays out the foundational theological truths of 

Christianity so these recent converts know who Jesus really was—the promised Messiah-

- and what he actually did—established a new way to have access to God.  They have to 

know the power of the truth of gospel before they can figure out what it means for their 

lives.   

 

The author of Hebrews writes as a pastor who knows these people well—their specific 

situation, their doubts, their issues, and their needs.  New Testament scholar RT France 

addresses this directly in this way:  “If his argument seems sometimes obscurely 

theological, caught up in matters of Jewish tradition and biblical exegesis that leave many 

modern readers cold, it is because he knows it is precisely in the understanding of these 

issues that his readers’ problems begin, and as a good pastor he is scratching where they 

are itching.”  We see this deep concern and burden for these people even more in that he 

uses the pronouns “us” and “we” throughout Hebrews as he exhorts them.  He is one of 

them, and he needs the same reminders, urgings, cautions, and warnings.   

 

Now, looking specifically at where Nathan left off in Hebrews, the summarizing point for 

chapter 9 was “only Jesus can cleanse your conscience” and for the first part of chapter 

10 it was “Christmas makes all the difference.”  If you weren’t here for that sermon the 

Sunday before Christmas, I encourage you to go to our website and read or listen to it and 

see how well that passage in Hebrews lined up with incarnation of Christ celebrated at 

Christmas.   

 

While the theological truths regarding the person and work of Jesus Christ from the 

earlier parts of Hebrew had significant applications, in Hebrews 10:19, the author begins 

speaking more plainly about what all this means for the faith of this local church.  We 

could say that most of the previous part of Hebrews was the What.  Now comes the So 

What.  Simply put, the So What we find here is this: placing confidence in Christ 

changes everything. 

 

The confidence 

Self-confidence is one of those buzz words that we see and hear all the time.  

Commercials, job interviews, music, movies, and a thousand other voices. We are shown 

or told that having self-confidence brings success academically, relationally, and 

financially.  I think we would all agree that this is often true.   
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Hebrews 10:19 starts out talking about confidence, but we need to make sure we don’t 

confuse this with self-confidence.  I want to show you personally how confusing this 

confidence with self-confidence can lead down a path that is far different than the author 

intended. 

 

10-15 years ago, while I was the Summer Camp Director at a camp in Maryland, 

Hebrews 10:22-24 became a very significant passage to me in my journey of faith.  I saw 

these verses as a summary of what it meant for me as a Christian to live a life of faith, 

hope, and love.  I kind of claimed this passage as a life verse.  But I got the confidence 

part messed up and was really just trying to “spur others on” or “draw near to God” or 

“hold onto hope” out of my own bloated pride.  I’d feel good about my efforts for a while 

and then have drastic swings of self-loathing when I messed up. 

 

Because I had written these verses down as memory verses, I came back to them often. 

They started to feel more and more burdensome until the Holy Spirit opened my eyes to 

look at these commands in light of verses 19-21, as well as the entire book of Hebrews 

leading up to this point.  I had pulled verses 22-24 out of their context, so I 

subconsciously misunderstood the Christian life.  I was really just trying to boost my self-

condfidence. 

 

Brothers and sisters, when we make this grave error of living out of confidence in 

ourselves, we miss the mark. Our confidence should rest not in our efforts, but in the 

work of Christ. Not in our personal growth, not in our relationships with others, not in 

our success as ministry leaders.  Only in Jesus – in his death and resurrection. 

 

Let’s look at this specifically by rereading verses 19-21:  “Therefore, brothers and 

sisters, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy Place by the blood of 

Jesus, 
20 

by a new and living way opened for us through the curtain, that is, his 

body, 
21 

and since we have a great priest over the house of God, . . .  . ”   First let’s 

talk about why we have this confidence, and then what we should do with it when we 

look at verses 22-25. 

 

Why do we have confidence to enter the Most Holy Place, or the presence of the living 

God?  The “therefore” beckons us to look at the earlier parts of chapter 10 for this 

answer.  Verses 10 and 14 proclaim clearly:  “We have been made holy through the 

sacrifice of the body of Jesus Christ once for all. . . . 
14 

For by one sacrifice he has made 

perfect forever those who are being made holy.”  We can only enter God’s presence if we 

are holy.  In the Law given by God through Moses, sacrifices had to happen regularly to 

atone for sin.  This means that sacrifices, or good works, could never make us completely 

holy.  That is why the people of Israel were still never allowed to enter the Most Holy 

Place.  They could never clean themselves up enough.   

It’s true for us too - we can never get rid of our stench of sin.  So, we have been made 

holy by the Christ’s sacrifice once and for all.  This is the gospel!  Breathe it in deeply!  

The unbelievable truth we see in vs. 14 is that God sees us – those who repent of their sin 

and confess Jesus as Lord - as perfect forever, even though we actually are not and are 
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still being made holy.  Christ’s finished work gives us confidence because His 

righteousness covers over our unrighteousness. 

Verse 19 specifically is saying that we do not have confidence because of a necessary 

ongoing bloody sacrifice to atone for sins, but because of the once and for all sacrificial 

blood of Jesus.  This is why it is called a “new and living way.”  This is the new covenant 

in comparison to the old covenant given under Moses that we see in the rules and 

commandments given in Exodus and Leviticus.  Christ’s sacrifice is a living way because 

it leads to eternal life.  Death is no longer final.  As the high priest had to go through the 

curtain to enter the Most Holy Place, we have to go through Christ’s sacrificial body to 

have access to God.  

 

Verse 21 explains that we also can have this confidence because of the role of Jesus as 

High Priest over the people of God.  Not only did he selflessly give His life as a sacrifice, 

but he was the only one who was able to enter God’s presence.  The readers of this letter, 

as primarily converts from Judaism, understood very well that only the High Priest could 

enter God’s presence once a year on the Day of Atonement to offer the blood of sacrifice.  

As seen earlier in Hebrews, Jesus was both the High Priest that could enter God’s 

presence and the final sacrifice that allowed us to follow him in the Father’s presence.   

 

Because of who Jesus was, and what He did, we can have confidence.  This is not, 

however, self-confidence.  It is confidence in Christ.  When the Spirit clarified this in my 

heart back 10 or so years ago, I felt incomparable freedom.  Now, confidence issues still 

plague me. I constantly place my confidence in the approval of God or man based on my 

own efforts, not on Christ’s work of forgiveness and acceptance.  While it looks different 

for each of us, I think that this a core struggle for all of us.  It is for all humanity today 

and 2,000 years ago.  That is why the author spends so much time in the first 10 chapters 

of Hebrews describing what should be the object of our confidence.  His readers, as well 

us, needed to be reminded of this regularly.  

 

 

The Confidence Leads to: 

 

Now this confidence leads to the three commands in verses 22-25 – draw near to God, 

hold on to your hope, and spur each other on to love.  And notice the since – since we 

have confidence, since we have a high priest.  The power to obey these commands comes 

from our confidence in Christ because of what He did.  The commands all start with the 

expression “let us” to again show something about the pastoral approach of this author.  

He is not speaking at them, but to them and himself. This is a significant point because it 

reminds all of us that we are to shepherd brothers and sisters in Christ in this manner.  

Whether we are exhorting, rebuking, or encouraging, people need to know that we are in 

this with them.   

 

In vs. 22 we see the first so what that comes out of confidence in Christ as we are 

commanded to “draw near to God with a sincere heart and with the full assurance that 

faith brings.”  Because of Christ’s work we can draw near to God—that would have been 
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impossible otherwise.  This is faith and it has the characteristics of sincerity and 

assurance.  It means we now can approach God with realness.  We no longer have to hide 

ourselves in the way Adam and Eve hid from God and tried to cover up their shame.  We 

can lie awake in our beds at night and confess to God that we turned away from an 

opportunity to share Christ, we harbored uncontrollable anger in our hearts toward our 

kids, we lusted after a co-worker, or we wasted time on Facebook.  Faith gives us 

assurance that God has and will continue to keep His promises.  We can have the 

confidence that Christ washed both these sins and their shame away.  This allows us to 

talk to him without pretense and with sincerity.  

 

Do we do this?  This is genuine prayer—sincere, real, with assurance, and trusting.  What 

is our prayer life like?  Do we really “draw near” to God?  Cozy up and sit close to the 

sovereign King of kings and Lord of lords.  Spill your guts about whatever.  You can.  

Confess to him the way you misrepresented the truth to your employer.  Tell him you 

don’t understand why so many tragedies are constantly happening.  Cry out to him about 

your disappointments or sufferings.  Thank him for providing you with a warm home 

when it is cold, cold, cold outside. 

 

We see this freedom more as vs 22 continues to describe, “having our hearts sprinkled to 

cleanse us from a guilty conscience . . . .”  As Nathan preached a few weeks ago from 

chapter 9—only Christ can cleanse our conscience.  Faith also is assurance that God can 

be trusted and His grace is enough.  We no longer are guilty. 

 

The outward symbol of this inward washing clean of our sins in the sacrament of baptism 

is hinted in the remainder of verse 22, where it says, “and having our bodies washed with 

pure water.”  This is why baptism is a symbol of where our confidence lies.  It is not 

about us washing ourselves, but about Christ washing us. Baptism is done to us, not by 

us.  Can you imagine watching people trying to baptize themselves?  Besides being silly, 

I am not sure how it would even work.  In baptism, the guilt is being washed away.  It has 

died with Christ and we have risen with him in purity.  It is a public profession that 

placing our confidence in Christ does change everything.   

 

In the Old Testament, David compares the difference between placing confidence in God 

rather than circumstances or self in Psalm 4: 7-8.  He proclaims that “You have put more 

joy in my heart than when their grain and wine abound.  In peace I will both lie down and 

sleep; for you alone, O Lord, make me dwell in safety.”  Joy and peace are realities that 

arise out of confidence in Christ, and will not be found in food or wine or physical safety. 

This faith in our salvation by God’s grace leads to the next response that is described: 

hope.  “Let us hold unswervingly to the hope that we profess, for he who promised is 

faithful.”  John Calvin describes hope “as the child of faith that is fed and sustained by 

faith to the end.” Faith gives rise to and nurtures hope. 

 

A couple of other significant points we see in this verse: first, hope is not just to be had or 

known, but to be professed—we can and should openly claim Christ as the true hope of 

the world; second, our hope can be unwavering.  What does this mean?  Is it really 

possible?  Let’s break down the phrase “hold unswervingly.”  When I read this I think 
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about driving a car and holding on to the steering wheel.  What happens when I swerve to 

miss a Chicago pothole or keep awake a child starting to fall asleep in the car?  Everyone 

with me feels more unsure of their safety.  Unswervingly means confidently straight 

ahead.  Safety is never in doubt.  But wait a minute—does that mean that having hope 

means I never doubt?  I don’t think so. Look, the author knew that it was impossible in 

one’s own ability, which is why he adds the phrase “for he who promised is faithful.”  

When we doubt, we are to look to Scripture, others, and the Holy Spirit for examples of 

God’s faithfulness.  We see this throughout the Psalms as David questions God often, and 

then rests in His faithfulness and steadfast love by the end of the Psalm.  We can have 

confidence in that, and that changes everything by preserving our hope and faith. 

 

Verses 24 and 25 go on to appeal to love for and within the Church.  Because this was 

probably written specifically for a house church, we should think of the given 

characteristics of love and community in that intimate context.  The writer persuades, 

“And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not 

giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one 

another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching.”   

 

The use of the word “spur” is used initially rather than the word encourage, even though 

they are considered synonymous.  Why? Spurs are used to get a horse moving.  They are 

spiky and they hurt.  This is real encouragement.  Let’s not sissify it, but make it tough.  

This reminder is definitely for me because I often spend too much time thinking about 

and worrying about being gentle.  Now, I think gentleness is a good thing, and even a 

sign of strength, but I often soften my exhortation so much that it doesn’t actually convict 

anyone, or myself, very deeply.   I need to remember that this “spurring” is actually love.  

This specific act of love is to push each other toward love. 

 

While it is clear that these “love and good deeds” are describing the horizontal type of 

love from person to person in community, there is no reason it does not also include love 

toward God—vertical love.  Based on the prior two verses talking specifically about 

relating to God by “drawing near to Him” and “holding unswervingly to hope because He 

is faithful”, it makes sense that we are to urge each other to love Him more with all our 

strength, mind, and soul.  Both loving God and loving others require us to be more 

selfless.   That means we are to spur each other on to be less selfish—less concerned 

about our time, our status, our money, our family, and more concerned about God’s time, 

others status, God’s money, and other’s families.  Why do we need to do this for each 

other? Because it is natural to “love” or do good works with wanting something in return.  

But, of course, this is not love. 

 

So how does verse 25 turn this love from some abstract ideal to a concrete reality?  The 

primary way you spur one another on toward love and good deeds is by meeting together.  

That is why verse 25 warns this local body of believers to not to give up meeting 

together.  They needed to “devote themselves to the apostles’ teaching and the 

fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the prayers,” as described in Acts 2:42, on a 

weekly basis.  (Some commentators think that at this point it may have even been on a 

daily basis.)  He is warning them against giving up meeting together because they’ve 
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stopped coming to church regularly, plain and simple, and without meeting together 

consistently believers are unable to truly love and spur on each other.   

 

How does meeting together for Sunday service or Wednesday Prayer Meeting or Small 

Group do this?  If you’ve been a believer for any amount of time, I hope you’ve 

experienced the powerful lifting up of your soul by singing with your brothers and sisters.  

I hope we experience this here often. Worship through music is truly a gift.  Listening to 

Scripture read and preached together unifies us under the truth as well as keeping us 

accountable to each other for it.  Breaking bread and drinking wine together makes 

Christ’s sacrifice less individualistic and more communal.  Prayer also is a powerful 

unifier, and I know for myself, that I’m helped in my own personal prayer life when I’m 

praying regularly with other people.  

 

In a small house church like the one being written to here in Hebrews, this would also 

look like knowing each other’s business—the praiseworthy, the sufferings, the 

disappointments, and the sin.  Shouldn’t this be true about us here at IBC? This will 

happen more often in small group or small discipling and accountability relationships.  

When you get a raise, praise God for providing and tell your small group so they trust 

more in God’s faithfulness, and so love more.  When you find yourself desiring another 

man or woman other than your spouse, find a brother or sister to confess to, reassure you 

of God’s grace for your sin, and tell you to go and sin no more.  When your neighbor 

asks about God, tell your small group so they can pray about it and in doing so, love your 

neighbor with you.  We’re supposed to be in each other’s lives, because we really can’t 

do it alone.  God doesn’t intend for us to go at life alone – it’s lonely! 

 

If meeting together is looked at from this perspective, going to church is not about 

legalism, but about love and responsibility to each other.  When we say that going to 

church every Sunday becomes legalistic, we don’t get what fellowship and worship are 

truly about.   

 

William Lane, in his commentary on Hebrews, points out that, “The neglect of worship 

and fellowship was symptomatic of a catastrophic failure to appreciate the significance of 

Christ’s priestly ministry and the access to God it provided.” We now can freely worship 

God.  Not privately because that will not lead to spurring others on to love and good 

deeds, or being spurred on ourselves.  Jesus did not come to just provide righteousness to 

individuals, but to His bride, the church.  We need to see salvation more communally. 

This is why it is important for each of us to be at our weekly meetings each week.   

 

Pastor Kevin DeYoung writes in his blog about the “semi-churched”.  He describes these 

as individuals who joined a local church, but only attend once or twice a month.  What 

does it say about our impression of the gospel if we’re only willing to focus on it together 

2 or 3 times a month? Having a mature confidence in Christ changes our priorities, 

including what is most important to us on Sundays. This is what we DRAW our 

confidence for LIVING from the Word of God. If we’re only getting into it a few times a 

month, our confidence is coming from elsewhere.  We are literally dependent on coming 

to church. 
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In these four verses, verses 22-25, we see the difference that confidence in Christ, rather 

than in ourselves or in others, actually makes.  When we have faith driven assurance, 

unwavering hope, and self-denying love in community, the world takes notice.  We take 

notice.   

 

The Fear 

 

The author now moves on to compare this confidence to fearful expectation.  If knowing 

that they have confidence to enter God’s presence doesn’t motivate them to respond with 

faith, hope, and love, then maybe warning them will. Not only good news motivates.   In 

verses 26-31, we see an inappropriate response to Christ in comparison the appropriate 

response seen prior.  This is the fourth, and strongest, warning passage of Hebrews.  

These are often hard passages for many of us since they seem to harsh and don’t appear 

to be in line with God’s grace.  But isn’t God gracious to know that some people respond 

best to warnings and thus include warnings?  These do not show a harsh, uncaring God, 

but a loving, firm Father using every angle possible to keep the hearts of His children 

close to the Himself.  God directly, with both love and truth, addresses these issues of the 

heart.   

 

This next warning section starts off saying, 
“
If we deliberately keep on sinning after we 

have received the knowledge of the truth, no sacrifice for sins is left, 
27 

but only a fearful 

expectation of judgment and of raging fire that will consume the enemies of God.”  If the 

prior passage about what you have been given doesn’t inspire you, maybe this will jolt 

you awake.  Deliberate sinning comes from a rejection of Christ’s work, as well as God’s 

authority.  But why can’t deliberate sin be forgiven?  Don’t we sin deliberately all the 

time?  The phrase “keep on sinning” seems to imply that this willfulness to sin keeps 

going and going and going, until the heart is so hardened that it no longer can repent.  We 

so want to object to this and say that no one is beyond the reach of God.  While this is 

true, we also see in Scripture that God does and will harden hearts from embracing the 

forgiveness of sins because they no longer really believe this is necessary.   

 

We want to avoid talking about or thinking about the wrath of God toward evil and sin 

very long.  It is so much easier to preach on God’s great mercy on us by dying for our 

sins.  We barely even want to talk about the fact that this had to happen to satisfy his 

wrath.  Here in Hebrews, we see that we cannot separate the depths of God’s mercy in 

giving us confidence and faith from his wrath of sin.  Both confidence in Christ and fear 

of God’s wrath change everything! 

 

 John Piper preaches about how Verse 27 gives us a legal picture, an emotional picture, 

and a physical picture of God’s wrath.  I think his clarification is really helpful. 

“The legal picture is that his wrath is "judgment." It is the legal, just act of a judge. 

The emotional picture is that his wrath is "the fury of a fire." Literally, "a zeal of 

fire," or a fiery passion. God is not just a little bit angry, but passionate with fury. 
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And third, there is the physical or material picture: the fire "consumes the 

adversaries." It will swallow up the sinner in the flames of legal and passionate 

judgment. "Consume" doesn't mean annihilate. Hell is not non-existence. 

"Consume" means swallow up into suffering forever. Justice will be done and holy 

anger will be satisfied.” 

Moreover, verse 27 uses the phrase “fearful expectation of judgment and raging fire” in 

contrast to the opening statement of “we have confidence to enter the Most Holy Place.”  

Let’s think about the difference in fearful expectation and confidence for a few minutes.  

When I am confident in my place, I can see critiques of my work from my boss as areas 

to improve and grow, but when I am fearful of man, I become anxious that I might lose 

my job when I am critiqued.  There are many other angles from which we could look at 

this, but the point is that confidence looks different, and faithful followers of Christ 

should look different.  We should be the confident ones, but that is not always the case.  

How does eternal confidence look different than worldly confidence?   As mentioned 

before, we can live free of a guilty conscience.  We can be free from self-confidence that 

makes us the center of the universe.  We can truly love others by putting their needs 

above ourselves.  So why aren’t these more evident in the church as a whole, and 

specifically at IBC?  Maybe it is because we daily misplace the object of our confidence.  

  

We also are misplacing the object of our fear.  We are finding fear from others or 

temporary circumstances.  Really—shouldn’t the object of our fear be the wrath of God? 

Think if we feared God more than humanity, or circumstances.  Our boldness for the 

gospel would increase.  Our burden to pray for the lost would intensify.  Our passion to 

lovingly confront each would grow. 

 

The passage goes on to compare how much more severe rejecting the new covenant that 

Christ brought is than rejecting the old covenant given by Moses.   Verse 28 begins, 

“Anyone who rejected the Law of Moses died without mercy on the testimony of two or 

three witnesses.  How much more severely do you think someone deserves to be 

punished who has trampled the Son of God underfoot, who has treated as any unholy 

thing the blood of the covenant that sanctified them, and who has insulted the Spirit of 

grace?”  The punishment for rejecting Christ willfully and without repentance is eternal 

death, which is much more severe than physical death.   

 

Here we see three parts to apostasy.  First, it is the actual disdain for or mistreatment of 

Jesus Christ – the trampling of the Son of God. This might be rejection of His authority.  

It might be misrepresenting Him as just a good teacher.  Either way, He is seen with 

contempt or disregarded, rather than being the Son of God, the sacrificial lamb, and the 

Great High Priest. 

  

Second, the treating of the blood as an unholy thing is making the sacrifice of Christ 

common place, lessening its significance.  If we don’t care that much about salvation, if 

we take our sin lightly, we deserve to be punished severely.  We need to hear this.  
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Third, the heart of apostasy disregards the Holy Spirit by arrogantly down-playing the 

role of the Spirit in the initial response of faith for salvation.  This seems to again elevate 

the human ability to be able to respond faithfully to God’s call on their own accord.   

 

These three parts of apostasy are at the root of most objections to Christianity—the 

authority of Jesus as the Son of God, the reality that we are sinners who need Jesus 

sacrifice, and faith over against reason as something the Spirit has to give and preserve. 

 

The writer then concludes this warning urging the people to remember words from the 

song of Moses in Deuteronomy 32.  Verses 30 and 31 read: “For we know him who said, 

‘It is mine to avenge; I will repay,’ and again, ‘The Lord will judge his people.”  It is a 

dreadful thing to fall into the hands of the living God.”  No matter how you view God, it 

has to include his wrath, or it is distorted and unrealistic.  God is a god of vengeance on 

sin and to fall into his hands is a terrifying thing.  This not only creates a healthy fear of 

God, but also more confidence in Christ because we understand more the far reach of His 

grace. The exact reason he gave such a great sacrifice is because of His justice and wrath 

toward our sin. 

 

 

The Lord’s Supper 

If you are here today and your confidence lies in Christ, let’s be reminded of the 

assurance of forgiveness as we remember Christ’s blood that covers our sins as we drink 

wine together.  Let this profess where our hope lies.  May God use this symbol to spur 

each other on to love because it represents the ultimate display of love. We don’t need to 

cower in fearful expectation because God’s wrath toward us has been taken away by the 

perfect obedient sacrifice of Jesus Christ.   

 

If you are here today and you don’t trust in Jesus forgiveness of your sins, God is calling 

you away from a fearful expectation of judgment.  You can confidently enter his 

presence.  Do this today by confessing your sin and placing your confidence in Jesus and 

his finished work.  We ask that you don’t join us in sharing this meal together until your 

confidence rests in Christ.   

 

The worship team will lead us in praising Christ together as you come up to take this 

bread and wine.  The brass tray contains wine and the silver tray contains grape juice. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This sermon was addressed originally to the people at Immanuel Baptist Church, Chicago, Illinois, by 

Pastor Mike Avink on Sunday morning, January 12, 2014.  It is not meant to be a polished essay, but was 

written to be delivered orally.  The mission of Immanuel is to be a multiplying community that enjoys and 

proclaims the Good News of Christ in the great city of Chicago. 


